Sightseeing Tours
Friday, 17th June 2022, 09:00 a.m.
Tour 1
Vienna 1900 – Art and Architecture

Walk and public transport
Duration: 4 hours, with a 30 min. break

The turn of the century in Vienna was marked by innovation in science, technology and economy – the art
and architecture of the Secessionist movement aimed at expressing these new ideas in an equally
innovative esthetics. Gustav Klimt, Otto Wagner and his school, Kolo Moser, Josef Hoffmann and Adolf
Loos were the personalities who confronted the public with new ways of conceiving art.
Fotos: Wienzeile apartments and Pavillon by Otto Wagner © WienTourismus / Christian Stemper

Tour 2
Vienna at First Glance – New meets Old

Walk and public transport
Duration: 3,5–4 hours, with a 30 min. break

The historic center of Vienna is listed as UNESCO world cultural heritage – contemporary architecture
meets the challenge with surprising new inserts. The walk crosses the center, passing by some of the
most suggestive squares and streets. Early modernism is present with iconic buildings such as the Haus
am Michaelerplatz by Adolf Loos.
Fotos: Looshaus © Nepomuk Mohl, Haashaus and Cathedral © WienTourismus / Peter Rigaud
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Tour 3
A new university near the Prater: Campus WU

Walk
Duration: 2–2,5 hours

Outstanding architecture and open spaces for a young, urban place – the Campus of the Vienna
University of Economics and Business, completed in 2013, sets new standards in Europe in the
construction of universities. In accordance with a master plan by BUSarchitektur/Vienna (which also
designed the teaching center and the open space) the firms Hitoshi Abe/Sendai, CRABstudio/London,
Carme Pinós/Barcelona, NO.MAD Arquitectos/Madrid and Zaha Hadid Architects/Hamburg each realized
one building in their respective formal vocabularies.
Fotos: LC building by Zaha Hadid, master plan Campus WU and TC by BUSarchitektur © boanet.at
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